Ever since the development of the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model (Engle, 1982) , testing for the presence of ARCH has become a routine diagnostic. One popular method of testing for ARCH is ¹ times the R from a regression of the squared residuals on p of its lags. This test has been shown to have a lagrange multiplier interpretation and is asymptotically distributed as a (p) random variable. Underlying this test is the assumption of a correctly speci"ed conditional mean. In this paper, we consider the properties of the ARCH test when there is a possibly misspeci"ed conditional mean. Examples of misspeci"cation include omitted variables, structural change, and parameter instability. We show that, in general, misspeci"cation will lead to overrejection of the null hypothesis of conditional homoskedasticity. We demonstrate the use of recursive residuals to improve the "t of a "rst-stage conditional mean regression. We illustrate these results via Monte Carlo simulations and consider two empirical examples.
Introduction
Ever since the development of the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model (Engle, 1982) , testing for the presence of ARCH has become a routine diagnostic. One popular method of testing for ARCH is ¹ times the R from a regression of the squared residuals on a constant and p of its lags. This test inherently assumes that the conditional mean is correctly speci"ed.
Tests of parameter instability have likewise become a central focus of applied researchers. Failure to model the conditional mean correctly can lead to erroneous inference. An example of this is given in Perron (1989) ; here failure to model a break in the trend function will lead to conclusions of excess persistence in many macroeconomic time series.
Failure to account for parameter instability in either the "rst or second moments is a speci"c example of the general notion of model misspeci"cation. Robinson (1991) , Wooldridge (1991a, b) , and Hansen (1992) , derive ways of &robustifying' tests to allow for possible misspeci"cation of higher-order moments. In these cases, the tests of interest can be modi"ed to correct for the misspeci"cation of a higher moment by means of a bias correction which can be shown to be distributed as a random variable. For example, Wooldridge (1991a) shows that valid inference regarding the conditional mean parameters is still possible in the presence of conditional variance misspeci"cation. In general, tests about the kth moment of the residuals implicitly assume correct speci"cation of lower moments. Analogous &robusti"cation' of tests about higher moments in the presence of possible lower-order moment misspeci"cation is more di$cult, though some authors have employed nonparametric methods to consider hypotheses about unconditional moments in this situation.
A number of authors have documented cases where rejection of the null of conditional homoskedasticity may be a result of model misspeci"cation. Bera et al. (1992) , citing Engle et al. (1985) , note that &the presence of autocorrelation can readily be mistaken for ARCH when, in fact, no ARCH is present.' Besides autocorrelation, ARCH is often detected in models with nonlinear dynamics. Bera and Higgins (1997) compare ARCH and bilinear processes, noting that the latter have &an unconditional moment structure very similar to ARCH and hence may be easily mistaken for ARCH' (see also Weiss (1986) and Tong (1990) ). Via Monte Carlo simulation, Giles et al. (1993) consider a number of tests for ARCH and GARCH in the case of an omitted regressor and "nd the null hypothesis of conditional homoskedasticity tends to be rejected too often.
In this paper, we consider testing for ARCH in the general context of a possibly misspeci"ed conditional mean. We assume that correct inference E.g., Lee (1992) considers tests for unconditional heteroskedasticity in the presence of conditional mean misspeci"cation; Rilstone (1992) and Whang (1998) develop tests for normality based on third and fourth moments, allowing lower moments to take on a general (nonspeci"ed) form.
regarding the conditional variance is of primary interest to the researcher (as in many examples in "nance). Section 2 "rst formalizes the problem of testing for ARCH when the conditional mean is possibly misspeci"ed. We then discuss possibilities for guarding against misspeci"cation in the mean function. One solution is to exploit the information available from the "rst step estimation to further improve the estimation of the conditional mean. This amounts to treating the estimation of the conditional mean as a "rst-stage ancillary regression. Section 3 investigates this &robusti"ed' ARCH test. Section 4 examines the properties of the statistic via Monte Carlo simulation. Section 5 contains two empirical examples. Section 6 concludes.
Testing for ARCH when the conditional mean is misspeci5ed
Suppose we have data +y R : t"1, 2 , ¹,, with data generating process
where 
where R o I R is a known function of data and parameters and I R is the information set of the econometrician. Denote the estimated residuals by
where ( R is the estimate of the conditional mean R . If the mean function is correctly speci"ed in the sense that R ,m R with I R ,IH R , then ( R P m R under mild regularity conditions. It follows that u R , R , and u( R " R #o (1). It is then
The stationarity assumption is not necessary but is useful in deriving the argument below. In the simulations, we also consider the case where y R is I(1).
obvious that testing hypotheses about E(u( R " IH R\ ) is asymptotically equivalent to testing E( R " I R\ ). In this case, the estimated residuals u( R are appropriate for testing the null hypothesis of interest. The standard ARCH test thus involves regressing u( R on p of its lags, that is
and testing the hypothesis that G "0, i"1, 2 , p. Engle (1982) shows that if R is conditionally normal, then ¹R from this regression is asymptotically equivalent to a Lagrange multiplier test and is distributed asymptotically as a (p) random variable under the null hypothesis. More formally, the statistic iş Weiss (1986) extended this result to cases where R has "nite fourth moments. Consider now the case when the model is not correctly speci"ed in a way that
The conditional second moment of the squared estimated residuals can be separated into two pieces: a part that is related to the conditional mean E[ R " I R\ ], and a conditional variance part E[ R " I R\ ]. The conditional and unconditional means of u( R generally will di!er from those of
Thus the LM test implicitly tests the constancy of R and R rather than just R . Put somewhat di!erently, the ARCH regression is an autoregression with errors-in-variables when m R ! ( R ; 0.
Model misspeci"cation can arise if the functional form and/or the conditioning information set is misspeci"ed. For linear dynamic models, notable Througout the remainder of the paper, the term &correctly speci"ed' will refer to this de"nition.
In the special case that (m
has a conditional mean of zero by the law of iterated expectations, and so E(u(
In general, however, the conditional second moment of (5) will involve both squared terms and the cross-product term.
examples are omitted shifts in the trend function, selecting a lag length in an autoregression that is lower than the true order, failure to account for parameter instability, residual autocorrelation, and omitted time series variables. Of note is that such misspeci"cations in dynamic models often result in serial correlation in R "m R ! ( R . It is easy to show that the sum of two stationary processes will be serially correlated if at least one series is serially correlated. As shown in Granger and Morris (1976) , the resulting (summed) process will have ARMAlike autocovariance properties. Thus, for model misspeci"cation of the types likely to arise in practice, u( R " R # R will, in general, be serially correlated insofar as R is serially correlated. To see how misspeci"cation in the conditional mean a!ects the LM test, consider the test for ARCH(1). If we could observe the R , we would run the following regression:
to test for ARCH(1). However, because we only have u( R , we inadvertently run the regression
If R is indeed serially uncorrelated with "0, the ARCH test based upon u( R will yield correct inference only if u( R is also not serially correlated. But as discussed earlier, u( R will, in general, be serially correlated when the conditional mean of the dynamic model is misspeci"ed. Since the square of a serially correlated process is itself serially correlated, u( R will be serially correlated in most instances even if R is not. As an example, suppose y R is generated by z R # R , R is conditionally and unconditionally homoskedastic, z
, and X R is a Gaussian error (with variance X ) that is uncorrelated with R . Without loss of generality, let "1. Consider the test for ARCH(1) when the reseacher does not control for z R and simply uses y R to test for ARCH(1). That is, we omit an AR(1) regressor when estimating the conditional mean, and R "z R in this example. As shown in the Appendix, z R is then an ARMA(2, 1) process and can thus be represented as z R " X # (¸)w R , where w R is a white noise process, (¸)" G G¸G , G 's are functions of , X , and
For Gaussian processes, this result follows from Granger and Newbold (1976) . For nonGaussian processes, serial correlation in the squared process arises even under mild moment conditions. squares estimate of
Thus, ( does not consistently estimate "0 unless G "0, ∀i'1, which in turn requires that "0. Given the probability limit of ( , the R of the ARCH(1) regression (which, in this simple example is just ( ) will be biased upwards. Evidently, the autocorrelations at longer lags of u( R are also nonzero in this example. As discussed in Granger and TeraK svirta (1993) , the LM test can be seen as a Box}Ljung statistic for testing the signi"cance of the autocorrelation coe$cients corresponding to u( R . Thus, evidence for higher order ARCH e!ects could be found signi"cant.
Although the probability limit of ( will depend on the exact nature of the model misspeci"cation, this example shows that serial correlation in m R ! ( R is the root of the problem as far as inference is concerned.
Robustifying the ARCH test
If the existence of ARCH is of primary importance to the applied researcher (as in the case, for example, of options pricing), and the problem with a misspeci-
, it is evident that any solution to this errors-in-variables problem must involving removing or minimizing the R piece. Otherwise, persistence in u( R arising from model misspeci"cation will continue to be misinterpreted as evidence of ARCH. But R originates from R "m R ! ( R . It is then clear that our goal should be to obtain as accurate an approximation to m R as possible (in an¸ sense). We propose two ways of guarding the LM test against misspeci"cation of the regression function; both aim at maximizing the "t from the "rst stage (ancillary) regression (2). Both are motivated by the fact that projecting y R onto the sigma-algebra generated by +y R\ , y R\ , 2 , X R\ , is valid and will approximate
In particular, if we denote the resulting ARMA(2, 1) representation as
, with " # , "! , then (¸) is given by "1, " # , and
These calculations are available from the authors on request.
This suggets model selection methods such as the AIC and BIC will likely conclude in favor of an higher-order ARCH process. In a similar example, Ng and Vogelsang (1996) "nd the AIC overparameterizes a VAR when shifts in the mean function are omitted.
van Dijk et al. (1996) compute the numerator of the score for in the case of additive outliers in an AR(1) model. These authors showed that the presence of outliers also introduces noncentrality to the distribution. m R no worse (and possibly better) than a projection of y R onto the sigma-algebra generated +y R\ , y R\ , 2 , only, provided X R\ is in the econometrician's information set. Identifying the correct conditioning information set (i.e., X R\ ) is an important part of this exercise.
In what follows, we assume that the (possibly misspeci"ed) conditional mean is given by a linear regression model,
The "rst approach we consider is to include additional lags in the estimated model. The motivation comes from the fact that we can approximate the serial
where A(¸) is the induced polynomial in the lag operator and e R is white noise. Inverting A(¸) to solve for u R immediately yields a speci"cation for y R in lags of y R and z R with a lag order that is higher than the true order. We refer to this as the &naive' approach, in that it is perhaps the solution that one's intuition would "rst suggest.
Remember, however, that R (and hence R ) is unobserved. Thus any Wold representation is merely an approximation to the true autocorrelation function of R , which could be highly nonlinear. The second approach, therefore, is to approximate it by functions of the recursive residuals de"ned in Brown et al. (1975) . Our motivation is that any unobserved nonlinearlities will be manifested in the recursive residuals; this is supported by discussion in Kianifard and Swallow (1996) , who also demonstrate that among many standard tests for model misspeci"cation, use of recursive residuals (rather than standard OLS residuals) increases the power of such tests.
More precisely, we suggest a two-step estimation procedure.
Step 1 is to start from the (k#1) observation for some predetermined k and perform recursive estimation of y R on z R over the remaining ¹!k observations. This leads to a set of ( R and a set of recursive residuals w ( R "y R !z R ( R\ . These recursive residuals contain the information used to update ( R from ( R\ and cannot be predicted by the regression model given information at time t!1. They are serially uncorrelated by construction if the model is correctly speci"ed, but when the model is misspeci"ed, w ( R will contain information about the true conditional mean not captured by the regression function.
Step 2 is to estimate
where g(w ( R\ ) is a (possibly nonlinear) function of the recursive residuals w ( R\ . Then use v( R (the square of the residuals from estimation of (6)) to test for ARCH e!ects.
It should be evident that minimizing (m R ! ( R ) is equivalent to making R closer to zero, so that the objective of (6) is to improve the estimate of the conditional mean using the information available. In this framework, this is provided by g(w ( R\ ). Another way to think about the role of g(w ( R\ ) is that it attempts to orthogonalize u R so that the conditional mean of the resulting regression error R shrinks towards zero. The recursive residuals are appealing not just because they are easy to compute, but because w ( R\ o I R\ and hence is in the econometrician's information set at time t. This is why w ( R\ is used in (6) at time t rather than w ( R . Note that for this same reason, the use of the OLS residuals is invalid. In non-time-series situations, one would have considered using a semiparametric estimate of the conditional mean (see, for example, Robinson, 1988) , using a two-sided window with triangular weights. Because the hypothesis of ARCH involves conditional moments, only information available at time t!1 can be used. Thus leads of the recursive residuals are also not valid.
To make the two-step procedure operational, it remains to specify g. Given that the objective of the exercise is to guard against misspeci"cation in functional form and the conditioning information set, the natural candidate is to make g as #exible a function of the recursive residuals as possible. One simple alternative is to use a polynomial in the recursive residuals, i.e.
for a series expansion of length m in w ( R\ . This is appealing because polynomials have a nonparametric interpretation. Furthermore, signi"cance of K G can be interpreted as a diagnostic for misspeci"cation in the conditional mean.
We additionally propose use of the cumulated sum of the recursive residuals
Many authors (e.g., Harvey, 1990) have suggested the use of cusum and cusumsq tests to detect potential nonlinearity. However, in the present context, the cusum of w ( R\ could be especially useful in cases of omitted mean or trend shifts and when the data have unit roots. This is because misspeci"cation errors are cumulative when the data are I(1), and the cusum of the recursive residuals is the same order in probability as the error causing misspeci"cation. The use of cusum of w ( R\ nevertheless requires caution as the partial summed series is no longer stationary.
Another alternative, similar to the cusum but which retains stationarity of the g(w ( R\ ) is a one-sided sum of the past recursive residuals over a "xed length. This is analogous to a nonparametric estimation of g(w ( R\ ) using a #at kernel with a truncated bandwidth, and is more common in the literature. A further possibility is to use varying instead of "xed kernel weights. Hong and Shehadeh (1999) propose tests using declining weights in nonparametric tests for ARCH and show that the performance of these tests is better than the standard LM test. These alternatives are not considered here but are worthy of further investigation.
It should be clear that in contexts when the nature of the misspeci"cation involves contemporaneous variables, use of g(w ( R\ ) will not be optimal since they will only provide information with a one-period lag. But the contemporaneous variable must not have been considered by the econometrician in the "rst place, so that while g(w ( R\ ) is a suboptimal improvement, it still can do no worse than simply using z R as the regressor. Clearly, if the econometrician has some idea as to the type of misspeci"cation, the estimated model should incorporate the information a priori. Augmenting the mean regression with functions of w ( R\ as discussed above is only a guard against model misspeci"cation. It should also be clear that the robusti"ed test statistic will have a central distribution only if m R can be estimated consistently. Nevertheless, if our robust procedures succeed in reducing the deviation of the "nite sample distribution of the test from the N distribution, size distortions will be reduced relative to the standard test. In e!ect, including functions of the recursive residuals serves several precautionary purposes: "rst, there will be cases when the exact form of model misspeci"cation is unknown; and second, when the model is misspeci"ed in more than one way (such as the case where there is a structural change and a few large outliers, for example). As we will see in the simulations, inclusion of g(w ( R\ ) alleviates the size distortion of the ¹R test associated with model misspeci"cation without a substantial loss of power.
As an example of when we believe our two-step ARCH test will be useful, consider the data shown in Fig. 1 . We initially estimate an AR(1); from the "gure, it is not entirely obvious that the model is misspeci"ed. Estimating an AR(1) with constant autoregressive coe$cient, a test of the residuals for ARCH(1) rejects the null hypothesis of no conditional heteroskedasticity; the value of the test statistic is 5.07. Inclusion of the recursive residuals and their squares results in a reduction of the test statistic to 2.81, which is no longer statistically signi"cant; adding the third and fourth powers further reduces the statistic to 2.22. Alternatively, adding in the cusum of the recursive residuals immediately reduces the statistic to 1.34. Using both the cusum and the "rst two terms of the polynomial reduces the statistic to 0.91.
Is there ARCH in the data? In fact, the DGP that generates this data, detailed in Example 2 to follow, is an AR(1) with autoregressive coe$cient equal to 0.3, but it contains a mean shift half way through the sample that cannot be immediately visualized. The detection of ARCH here is therefore spurious; rejection of the standard ARCH test is due to failure to account for the shifted mean. The optimal procedure in this example is obviously to remove the break. Indeed, a test for structural change in the mean strongly rejects a null hypothesis of no break. If we include an indicator variable in the regression to allow for a mean shift at the true break date, the value of the test statistic for ARCH is 0.48. Even if we did not know the true break date, the break fraction can be consistently estimated under mild regularity conditions and imposing the estimated break date will also restore the asymptotic convergence of ( R to m R . Using the procedure developed in Banerjee et al. (1992) to control for the mean shift, for example, the LM test is 1.67, still well below the rejection region. Thus, if we suspect a break, we should test and remove it prior to testing for ARCH.
However, failing to diagnose the break may not be altogether damaging if we consider the robust procedures. Fig. 2 shows a plot of the recursive residuals from the "rst-step regression, along with corresponding standard error bands, where
It is clear from the plot that the addition of the cusum term results in recursive residuals that are much closer to zero. Most importantly, either speci"cation for g(w ( R\ ) will shift inference from rejection to nonrejection, illustrating that even &nonoptimal' functions will reduce the di!erence m R ! ( R . This underscores the importance of accounting for model misspeci"cation and how consistently estimating the conditional mean is fundamental to inference regarding the ARCH test.
See, e.g., Banerjee et al. (1992) or Zivot and Andrews (1992) .
Similarly, Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) include equally spaced dummy variables in the ARCH equation to absorb potential nonlinearity and demonstrate that the evidence for ARCH is weakened in their emperical example. 
Monte Carlo evidence
In each of the simulations, we consider "ve LM tests which di!er in the estimation of the conditional mean. These are speci"ed as:
where w ( R are the recursive residuals and computed as discussed in Section 3. The "ve LM tests are based on u( R and v( GR , i"2, 2 , 5. The sample size is ¹"200. Random numbers are generated using the rndn( ) function in Gauss V 3.27 with seed"99. The simulations are performed on a Pentium 300 Mhz personal computer running Windows NT 4.0. Throughout the 10,000 simulations, "0.5 and we use a nominal size of 5% and thus the standard error of the Monte Carlo simulations is 0.0022.
Example 1 (Slope shift).
The data are generated according to the following:
where ¹ is the sample size. That is, the data generating process has a break in the coe$cient on the lagged dependent variable halfway through the sample. Note here that R is conditionally homoskedastic but that y R is conditionally heteroskedastic due to the mean shift. The results are in Table 1 . Because the null hypothesis of no ARCH is true, this table documents the size of the test. The "rst panel of the table gives the percentage of rejections for the standard LM statistic for a variety of values of a and a . Along the diagonal of the matrix (when a "a ), the model is correctly speci"ed. Here the size of the test is approximately equal to its nominal level. The o!-diagonal elements detail the extent of size distortion that occurs due to misspeci"cation of the conditional mean. As we saw in Section 2, the test for ARCH is contaminated by the misspeci"cation of the conditional mean. It is evident that in many cases, the size distortions are large. When "a !a "'0.6, the size distortion is more than twice its level. The next panel of Table 1 shows the improvement when the conditioning variables are naively expanded to include longer lags. In this case, overparametrizing the model has desirable e!ects because lags of y R approximate the serial correlation in u( R . In panel three, the information set is expanded to include recursive residuals and their squares. For the most extreme cases (where "a !a "'0.6), the improvement is greater than 50%. Even greater improvement in test performance results from inclusion of the cumulative sum of the recursive residuals, as shown in the "fth panel of Table 1 . The cusum by itself, however, does not greatly reduce the size distortions (panel 4).
Example 2 (Mean shift).
In this example, the data are generated according to the following:
where ¹ is the sample size. That is, the data generating process has a shift in the mean halfway through the sample. The four panels in Table 2 mirror those in (b) , and (c), respectively, and w ( R\ are the lagged recursive residuals, computed from the "rst order autoregression (used in the standard LM). The nominal site of the test is 5%. 1, although here the "rst column (under the 0.0 heading) corresponds to the case of no structural change. In this "rst column, the standard ARCH test seems to be slightly undersized. For the most part, the standard ARCH test is fairly robust to mean-shift misspeci"cation, except when the shift if very large (2 times the standard deviation) or when the autoregressive parameter displays a lot of persistence. The naive approach of including more lags alleviates size distortions in many cases but is still inadequate for extremely large breaks. The third panel contains rejection frequencies of the modi"ed ARCH test, where the "rst stage residuals are generated from a regression of y R on one lag, the lagged recursive residuals and their squares. The size distortions that were evident in panel 1 for high values of and a are signi"cantly reduced. Addition of the cusum function reduces the distortions in the unit root case substantially.
Example 3 (Additive outlier).
This example is similar to the one considered in van Dijk et al. (1996) . The data are generated according to
so that the data generating process experiences an outlier in the middle three periods of the sample (for ¹"200). The results are in Table 3 . The standard ARCH test has size approximately equal to its level when the variance of the outlier (i.e. ) is small. When exceeds the variance of , however, the standard ARCH test rejects the null hypothesis too frequently. There is also some evidence that this is exacerbated by higher levels of persistence (as given by higher a ). When the information set includes the recursive residuals and their squares, the size distortions are not appreciably smaller when the outlier variance is large (as seen in panel 2 of Table 3 ). The inclusion of the cusum function reduces the distortions by up to 40%. It is not surprising that the proposed functions do not improve the size of the ARCH test as substantially as they did in the previous two examples. In this example, the misspeci"cation is contemporaneous, that is, it is unpredictable at previous periods. Therefore, functions of lagged information will not completely robustify the ARCH test.
Other examples: Table 4 presents three additional simulations. The "rst panel shows results from ignoring an MA(1) error in the data generating process. That is, the DGP is y"C#e R , where e R is MA(1) with moving average coe$cient . From the "rst row of this panel, we see that failure to account for an MA(1) error results in large size distortions for the ARCH test, especially when the MA root is large. Inclusion of the second order polynomial in the recursive residuals (lines 3 and 5) virtually eliminates these distortions, while the cusum (line 4) has little e!ect. The cusum result is not surprising, since autocorrelations of an MA(1) process are zero beyond the "rst lag. Thus we would not expect lags of standardized residuals (beyond the "rst lag) to have any predictive power. Table 3 Size of the tests: Inclusion of the lagged recursive residual, however, is analogous to performing a GLS correction. Similarly, the &naive' approach of adding four lags of the dependent variable removes much of the distortion; this is because the example involves unaccounted for serial correlation and adding additional lags alleviates some of the bias induced by this type of misspeci"cation. The second panel of Table 4 explores the e!ects of omitted variables bias, when the omitted variable is serially correlated. That is, the data generating process is y R "C#x R # R where x R " x R\ # R but the regression is y R "C#u R (this is the example considered in Section 2). For highly persistent values of , the size distortion is very large because the variance of x R ( J /(1! )), is large relative to that of e R . Thus, as in the example with the additive outlier, size distortions are large when the variance from the speci"cation error is large. In the extreme case when "1, x R is an integrated process and the ARCH test rejects 100% of the time. This is consistent with the example presented in Section 2 which shows that the extent of serial corrleation in the squared residuals is determined by the degree of serial correlation in R . In these highly persistent cases ( "0.9 and "1), the size distortions are substantially reduced when the recursive residuals and their squares are included because they provide a GLS-type correction. However, the cusum provides almost no improvement because the cusum series is doubly integrated and its inclusion leaves the regression unbalanced.
The third panel of Table 4 considers the common question of trend-stationarity versus di!erence stationarity. In particular, suppose the data generating process is y R "d #d t#ay R\ # R , with "a"(1, so that y R is trend stationary but we estimate y R "c#u R ; that is, we accidentally "rst di!erence the data and thus u R is over-di!erenced. In the simulation, we choose d "0 and d "0.1. The size distortions of the ARCH test are quite severe when a is small. In the extreme when a"0, u( R has a noninvertible moving-average component. As a increases, the ARCH test has size approximately equal to its level. This is because a near unit root is well approximated by a unit root process in "nite samples, and "rst-di!erencing appears to have little implication for the ARCH test. Table 5 considers the power of the tests when the alternative of ARCH is true. The data are generated as in Example 1 but the errors R are conditionally normal with mean 0 and conditional variance h R . We assume for this example that h R is an ARCH(1), that is h R " # R\ , where "0.5 and "1. There appears to be a tradeo! between the number of regressors included in the "rst stage regression and the power of the tests. While increasing the information set only can improve the extent to which we "t m R , beyond a certain point, the marginal improvement is minimal. Thus it is important to determine the optimal set of projection instruments.
Size-adjusted power of the tests

Empirical examples
Our "rst example considers the daily S&P500 returns from Bera and Higgins (1997) . Following Bera and Higgins, we estimate an AR(1) for the conditional mean equation and use the residuals to conduct a standard ARCH(1) test; the value of the test statistic is 5.39, rejecting the null hypothesis of conditional homoskedasticity. If we additionally include the recursive residuals and their squares in the conditional mean equation, however, the resulting ARCH(1) test Similar conclusions regarding power hold for the other examples considered } these are available from the authors on request. statistic is 0.022, well below the corresponding critical value. Further tests for structural change indicate strong evidence in favor of these types of nonlinearity. Bera and Higgins compare two competing nonlinear models and "nd that neither can be rejected, supporting the notion that this series exhibits nonlinearity. They argue that a GARCH(1, 1) model is preferred to a bilinear speci"cation (which allows for nonlinearity in the conditional mean). Our results suggest that perhaps some other nonlinear model would be preferred to the GARCH speci"cation; accounting for this nonlinearity weakens the evidence in favor of conditional heteroskedasticity. Our second example is meant to show that the modi"cations we propose do not substantially reduce the power of the test if in fact there is ARCH. The example uses data from Engle and Bollerslev (1986) (the weekly US$/Swiss Franc exchange rate, originally from Diebold and Nerlove (1989) ; the data are in log "rst di!erences. The data are tested for ARCH (4), with one lag included in the conditional mean equation. The value of the ¹R test os 50.21. Under the null hypothesis of no ARCH, this statistic is distributed (4); this hypothesis is strongly rejected. Using the &naive' approach of including four lags in the conditional mean equation to control for some apparent serial correlation, the statistic is reduced to 49.95. Including the recursive residuals and their squares reduces the statistic further, to 37.90. Thus while the evidence for conditional heteroskedasticity is diminished, it is still apparent in this dataset. An informal examination of a plot of the pre-di!erenced data suggests the possible presence of a structural break in trend. As discussed earlier, if the nature of the misspeci"cation is known, it is possible to improve the size properties of the ¹R test to account for such misspeci"cation; a formal test of the null hypothesis of no structural break using a recursive Quandt likehood ratio statistic with four lags (Banerjee et al., 1992) rejects this hypothesis, estimating a break in November 1977. We recompute the ARCH test controlling for a break at this estimated date (i.e., we regress the data on a constant and an indicator variable equal to zero before the date and 1 afterwards; we use the residuals from this "rst stage regression to perform the ARCH test); the value of the statistic decreases to 47.47 but is still highly signi"cant.
Conclusions
This paper has emphasized the importance of testing for model misspeci"cation in lower moments before conducting routine diagnostic tests regarding conditional heteroskedasticity. We have shown that failure to account for conditional mean misspeci"cation can produce spurious results and lead to overrejection of the null hypothesis of conditional homoskedasticity when testing for ARCH(1). This intuition extends more generally to LM-based tests for higher-order ARCH. We have proposed a method for adjusting the standard ARCH test to allow for possible misspeci"cation of unknown form. This method has been shown in simulations to reduce the size distortions of the ARCH(1) test by a substantial amount. In addition, we consider two empirical examples.
If X
R is AR(1), then X R is an ARMA (2, 1). Suppose a random variable X R is an AR(1) with Gaussian errors e R (mean zero, variance C ).
Let " C /(1! ) denote the variance of X R . Then R "(X R ! )/ , is a mean zero, unit variance AR(1) process with cov ( R , R\O )" O for '0. Consider
To show that > R has the same autocovariance structure as an ARMA(2, 1) process, it su$ces to show that R can be written as the sum of two AR(1) processes (see, e.g., Hamilton (1994) , p. 108). As in Granger and Newbold (1976) , consider the following two AR processes:
where R and R are Gaussian and uncorrelated with each other, with variance J "4 (1! ) and J "2 (1! ), respectively. Let G ( ) denote the th autocovariance for GR , i"1, 2. Consider R . Then
where S (0)" J /(1! ). Therefore S ( )"4 O . Similarly, consider R . Then
where S (0)" J /(1! ). Therefore S ( )"2 O . Because R and R are uncorrelated covariance stationary AR(1) processes, the autocovariance generating function of their sum (i.e., R ) is equal to the sum of their individual autocovariance generating functions. By construction, this is 4 O#2 O.
